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1 Introduction/Overview

Topological entropy is the most fundamental numerical invariant associated to a
d-dimensional shift space. Whend = 1 and the shift space is a shift of finite type
(SFT) or sofic shift, the topological entropy is easy to compute as the log of the
largest eigenvalue of a nonnegative integer matrix. However, whend = 2 there
is no known explicit expression for the topological entropyof SFTs, even for the
simplest nontrivial examples. For instance, the one-dimensional golden mean shift
is the set of all bi-infinite sequences of ‘0’s and ‘1’s such that11 never appears.
The topological entropy of this shift is well known to be the log of the golden
mean, which is approximatelyln(1.618). For the two-dimensional golden mean
shift, defined to be the set of all configurations of ‘0’s and ‘1’s onZ

2 such that11
and 1

1 never appear, there is no known expression for the topological entropy.
One analogously defines thed-dimensional golden mean shift for anyd ≥ 1.

It is well known that the topological entropy is a non-increasing function ind and
thus has a limit. It is not so well known that the value of this limit is known in this
case; namely it isln(2)

2
≈ ln(1.414) (see [11,17]).

One way of interpreting this result is as follows. For anyd, call a site inZd

even (resp., odd) if the sum of its coordinates is even (resp., odd). Now, if we
assign value0 to each even site, then we are free to assign arbitrary binaryvalues
to each of the odd sites; the ‘0’s in the even sites prevent two adjacent sites from
both taking value1. Equivalently, for any configuration of ‘0’s and ‘1’s on all ofZd

such that all even sites have value0, then if we freely change the values at all odd
sites in any way, the resulting configuration belongs to the golden mean shift. The
number of possible restrictions of configurations of this form to ad-dimensional
rectangular cube of even side lengthL is 2L

d/2. The asymptotic growth rate of the
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number of such configurations, asL → ∞, is ln(2)
2

. Thus, in any dimension, we

get a contribution ofln(2)
2

to the topological entropy of thed-dimensional golden
mean shift. We call this quantity the “independence entropy” of the golden mean
shift since it arises from independently choosing values ata maximal collection
of specified sites, while fixing values at other sites. Note that the independence
entropy is exactly the limiting entropy of thed-dimensional golden mean shift.

It is not hard to show that the topological entropy of thed-dimensional golden
mean shift dominates its independence entropy and we show that for all d, there
is a strict gap; evidently, this gap vanishes asd→ ∞.

In this paper, we define a general notion of independence entropy for an arbi-
traryd-dimensional shift spaceX over an arbitrary finite alphabetA (Section 4),
using an associated “multi-choice” shift space (introduced in Section 3). The
alphabet of this shift space is the collection of non-empty subsets ofA, and a con-
figuration is allowed if and only if whenever one replaces each symbolS ⊆ A
with any element ofS, one obtains an allowed configuration inX.

In Section 4, we observe that the topological entropy of a shift space always
dominates its independence entropy and show that the independence entropy can
be computed explicitly for any1-dimensional sofic shift.

In Section 5, we introduce the notion of an “axial product” ofd 1-dimensional
shift spacesXi over the same alphabet: namely, thed-dimensional shift space
consisting of all configurations whose restriction to every“row” in the i-th direc-
tion belongs toXi, for eachi = 1, . . . , d. For example, thed-dimensional golden
mean shift is the axial product ofd copies of the1-dimensional golden mean shift.
We show that the independence entropy of the axial product isdominated by the
minimum of the independence entropies of theXi. In the isotropic case, i.e., when
all theXi are the same shift space (call itX), we show that the the independence
entropy of the axial product is the same as that ofX. So, in the isotropic case, the
independence entropy does not change with the dimension, and is dominated by
the limiting (asd→ ∞) topological entropy.

As mentioned above, for the golden mean shifts, asd tends to infinity, the gap
between topological entropy and independence entropy disappears. In Section 6,
we show that this holds for some general classes of shifts of finite type as well
as for a specific example, the3-checkerboard SFT, thereby answering a question
posed in [6]. For this SFT, as well as the golden mean shift, wealso show that
thed-dimensional topological entropy converges exponentially, and we compute
the exact exponent of convergence (this is an improvement onan upper bound on
the exponent given in [11]). We do not know of any example of a1-dimensional
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shift space where the limiting topological entropy is not equal to the independence
entropy.

A d-dimensional shift space may naturally be regarded as a topological Zd-
action with d generators: namely, the unit shifts in each of thed dimensions.
As described above, a1-dimensional shift spaceX defines ad-dimensional shift
space, namely the isotropic axial product. In the “limit,”X also defines an action
of ZN on a sort of infinite dimensional isotropic axial product, and we note that the
limiting topological entropy coincides with the topological entropy of this action
(see [16] for an introduction to topological entropy of general amenable group
actions).

Finally, we remark that our work was motivated by a scheme, known as “con-
strained systems with unconstrained positions,” for combining error-correcting
codes and modulation codes in magnetic recording [4, 15, 18,19, 21]. The rough
idea there is that a1-dimensional SFT or sofic shift over{0, 1} represents a
set of allowable sequences that can be recorded along data tracks in a storage
medium. Various physical considerations dictate constraints that define the shift
space. While these constraints substantially reduce the likelihood of error intro-
duced in the reading process, some errors are unavoidable due to imperfections
and noise in the components. Thus, it is desirable to have some error-correcting
(ECC) capability. This can be achieved by reserving some specific positions for
ECC parity bits, which are computed based on the values in other positions. Since
the parity bits are not known in advance, it is necessary thatany selection of ‘0’s
and ‘1’s be allowed in those positions, without violating the constraints of the shift
space, so that the desired constraints on recorded sequences still hold. This results
in a very special type of multi-choice shift space.

2 Definitions

We begin with some definitions from symbolic dynamics and graph theory.
Let A be a finite alphabet, and fix a positive integerd. For a subsetP⊆Z

d, a
configuration onP overA is a mappingx : P → A. For any suchx andi∈P we
denote the element ofA corresponding toi byxi orx(i). A shiftof a configuration
x onB⊆Z

d overA is the configurationy ono+B={j+o : j∈B} overA given by
yj+o=xj, j∈B, for someo∈Zd. For two configurationsx∈AP andy∈AQ, where
P,Q⊂Z

d are disjoint, we denote byx ∪ y the configuration onP∪Q satisfying
(x∪y)|P = x and(x∪y)|Q = y. A configuration is finite if it is on a finite set. We
say that a configurationx on a setP appearsin a configurationy if there exists
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o∈Zd such that for alli∈P , yi+o=xi. For a setF of finite configurations, theZd

shift space overA defined byF , denotedXF , is the set of all configurations on
Z
d overA which do not have a configuration ofF appearing in them. The setF

is usually called aforbidden list. A Z
d shift spaceX is called ashift of finite type

(abbreviated SFT) if it can be defined by a finite forbidden list. A Z
d shift space is

soficif there exists an alphabetA′, aZd-SFTX ′ overA′, and a mappingψ : A′ →
A such thatX=

{

x∈AZd

: there existsx′∈X ′ s.t. for alli∈Zd, xi=ψ(x′i)
}

. Let

X be aZd shift space. A configurationx on some setP⊂Z
d is calledglobally

admissibleif it appears in an element ofX. If X is defined by a forbidden list
F , such a configurationx is calledlocally admissible w.r.tF if it does not contain
an element ofF . For a setP⊆Z

d, we denote byBP (X) the set of all globally
admissible configurations onP . Local admissibility of finite configurations of a
Z
d-SFT is decidable: there is an algorithm that given a finite forbidden listF and

a finite configuration determines whether the configuration is locally admissible
w.r.t F . Whend = 1, there is also an algorithm for deciding global admissibility
of a finite configuration; in contrast, such an algorithm doesnot exist ford≥2 [2].

For an alphabetA, a word of length̀ is a configuration on{0, . . ., `−1} over
A. We useε to denote the empty word andA∗ to denote the set of all words
overA. We use the following conventional notation: for wordsx, y∈A∗ and a
nonnegative integern, we use|x| to denote the length ofx, xy to denote the
word formed by “concatenatingy to the end ofx” in the usual sense, andxn to
denote the word formed by concatenatingx to itselfn times (x0 = ε). A Z-SFT
is called anm-step SFTif it can be defined by a forbidden list of wordsF such
that the maximum length of a word inF ism+1. For aZ shift space overX, the
languageof X, denotedB(X), is the set of all globally admissible words ofX,
that isB(X) =

⋃∞
`=0B{0,...,`−1}(X). For a wordw∈B(X), thefollower setof w

in X, denoted byFX(w), is defined by

FX(w) = {z∈B(X) : wz∈B(X)} .

A Z shift space is sofic if and only if it has only finitely many follower sets.
Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with a finite set of verticesV and finite
set of edgesE. For an edgee∈E we denote byσ(e) andτ(e) the starting and
terminating vertices ofe in G. A bi-infinite path inG is a sequence(ei)∞i=−∞⊆E
of edges such that for all integersi, τ(ei) = σ(ei+1). We also deal with finite paths,
which are finite sequences(ei)`i=1⊆E of some length̀ such thatτ(ei) = σ(ei+1)
for i = 1, . . ., `−1. Such a path is said tostart at the vertexσ(e1) andendat
the vertexτ(e`). A cycle is a finite path that starts and ends at the same vertex.
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A cycle (ei)
`
i=1 is simpleif the verticesτ(e1), . . ., τ(e`) are distinct. The set of

all bi-infinite paths inG is aZ SFT overE called theedge-shift defined byG. A
labeled graphG with edge labels inA is a pair(G,L) whereG = (V,E) is a finite
directed graph andL : E → A is an edge-labeling function. The concepts of finite
and bi-infinite paths ofG are inherited fromG. A bi-infinite path(ei)∞i=−∞ in G is
said togeneratethe bi-infinite sequence(wi)∞i=−∞∈AZ if wi = L(ei). Similarly, a
finite path of length̀ generatesa word of length̀ overA. The set of all bi-infinite
sequences generated by bi-infinite paths ofG is aZ sofic shift. The labeled graph
G is called apresentationof this shift space. In fact everyZ sofic shift overA has
such a presentation. See [13] for proofs and more details onZ shift spaces.

Finally, we useN to denote the set of positive integers.

3 Multi-choice shift spaces

For any finite alphabetA, let Â denote the set of all nonempty subsets ofA. Let
X be aZd shift space overA and for a configuration̂x onP⊆Z

d overÂ, define
the set of “fillings” ofx̂, denotedΦ(x̂), by

Φ(x̂) =
{

x∈AP : For all i∈P , xi∈x̂i
}

=
∏

i∈P

x̂i

We define themulti-choice shift space corresponding toX, denotedX̂, by

X̂ =
{

x̂∈ÂZ
d

: Φ(x̂) ⊆ X
}

.

It’s easy to verify that ifF is a forbidden list definingX then the set

F̂=
{

x̂ : x̂∈ÂP for someP⊆Z
d andΦ(x̂) ∩ F 6=∅

}

is a forbidden list defininĝX; soX̂ is indeed a shift space over̂A. Note that ifF is
finite then so isF̂ , and therefore the multi-choice shift space of an SFT is an SFT.
In contrast, ford>1, we don’t know if the multi-choice shift space corresponding
to a sofic shift is sofic. Ford = 1, [19] shows that this true whenA = {0, 1}. The
proof can be generalized to larger alphabets, and for completeness we provide it
in the next theorem.
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Theorem 1. LetX be aZ sofic shift over an alphabetA. ThenX̂ is aZ sofic shift
overÂ.

Proof. We construct a presentation̂G = ((V,E),L) for X̂. The set of verticesV
consists of all (finite) intersections of follower sets of words inX:

V =

{

k
⋂

i=1

FX(wi) : w1, . . ., wk∈B(X), k ∈ N

}

.

SinceX is sofic, this is a finite set. We proceed to defineE. For a vertex
v=
⋂k
i=1 FX(wi)∈V , and symbol̂a∈Â with â⊆v, define

δ(v, â) =
⋂

a∈â

k
⋂

i=1

FX(wia)

(note thatwia∈B(X) for everya∈â andi = 1, 2, . . ., k). It’s easy to verify that
δ(v, â) = {w∈A∗ : aw∈v for all a∈â}, and thereforeδ(v, â) does not depend on
the choice ofk andw1, . . ., wk. The setE is now defined by

E = {(v, â, δ(v, â)) : v∈V, â⊆v} ,
and for an edgee = (v, â, δ(v, â))∈E we defineσ(e) = v, τ(e) = δ(v, â) and
L(e) = â. We claim thatĜ is a presentation of̂X. The following fact is handy for
proving this and is easily verified by induction on the lengthof the wordw.

Fact 1. For any vertexv =
⋂k
i=1 FX(wi)∈V and any wordw∈Â∗, there is a path

starting atv and generatingw in Ĝ if and only ifΦ(w)⊆v, in which case the path
ends at the vertex

⋂k
i=1

⋂

z∈Φ(w) FX(wiz).

Now, let x̂∈ÂZ be a bi-infinite sequence generated by a bi-infinite path
(ei)

∞
i=−∞ of Ĝ. We claim that̂x∈X̂. Otherwise, there must be anx∈Φ(x̂) such

that x/∈X. This implies that there exists a forbidden wordz of X, j∈Z and a
nonnegative integern such thatz = xj . . .xj+n. Consider the finite path(ei)

j+n
i=j ,

and letẑ = x̂j . . .x̂j+n be the word that it generates. Letv = σ(ej) be the starting
vertex of this path. By Fact 1,Φ(ẑ)⊆v. Since clearlyz∈Φ(ẑ), it follows thatz∈v,
which impliesz∈B(X), a contradiction.

Conversely, let̂x∈X̂. Let i∈Z and pick a nonnegative integern. Setw =
x̂i. . .x̂i+n. By our assumption, clearlyΦ(w)⊆B(X). SinceB(X) = F (ε), where
ε denotes the empty word, it follows by Fact 1 that there is a path generating
w = x̂i. . .x̂i+n in Ĝ starting atF (ε). Since this is true for all suchi andn, it
follows by an application of König’s Infinity Lemma that there is a bi-infinite path
in Ĝ generatinĝx. �
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4 Independence Entropy

In this section, we introduce the notion of “independence entropy” of a shift space.
Roughly, this is the part of the entropy resulting from inter-symbol independence
in elements of the shift space. We need the following generalization of Fekete’s
Subadditivity Lemma to multivariate functions.

For ann-tuplem = (m1, . . ., mn)∈Nn, let [m] denote the Cartesian product
∏

i {0, . . ., mi−1} and letd(mi) = min{m1, . . ., mn}. We say that a sequence
of suchn-tuples(mi)

∞
i=1 diverges to∞, denotedmi→∞, if (d(mi))

∞
i=1 diverges

to ∞. Let R̄ denote the extended real numbersR
⋃{+∞,−∞}. We say that a

functionf : Nd→R̄ has a limitL∈R̄, denotedlimm→∞ f(m) = L, if for every
sequence(mi)

∞
i=1⊆N

d with mi → ∞, we havelimi→∞ f(mi) = L. We call a
functionf : Nd→[−∞,∞) entry-wise subadditive, if for any (m1, . . ., md)∈Nd,
i∈{1, 2, . . ., d} andn∈N, it holds that

f(m1, . . ., mi−1, mi+n,mi+1, . . ., md) ≤f(m1, . . ., md)+

f(m1, . . ., mi−1, n,mi+1, . . ., md).

If f is an entry-wise subadditive function, then

lim
m→∞

f(m)

|[m]| = inf
m

f(m)

|[m]| ,

where for a setS we use|S| to denote the cardinality ofS. See [3] for a proof.
Fix d∈N and a finite alphabetA. LetX be aZd shift space overA. It’s easy

to verify that the mappingm → ln |B[m](X)| for m∈Nd (we defineln 0 = −∞)
is entry-wise subadditive. Thetopological entropyof X, denotedh(X), is given
by

h(X) = lim
m→∞

ln |B[m](X)|
|[m]|

= inf
m

ln |B[m](X)|
|[m]| . (1)

If we replace|B[m](X)| in the definition by the number of locally admissible
patterns on[m] w.r.t some fixed forbidden list, the topological entropy remains the
same. (See [5] or [8] for a proof in the case whereX is aZd SFT; the proof in [8]
easily generalizes to the case whereX is anyZd shift space.) The topological
entropy is an important invariant of shift spaces (under a suitably defined notion
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of isomorphism). For aZ sofic shift there is a closed formula (up to computing the
largest root of a polynomial) for determining the topological entropy. In contrast,
there is no algorithm for even determining whether the topological entropy of a
generalZd-SFT withd>1 is greater than−∞ (or equivalently whether the SFT is
nonempty) [2]. There are only a few non-degenerateZ

d-SFTs withd>1 for which
the topological entropy is known [1,10,12,14,20].

We now define “independence entropy.” For anyd-tuplem and configuration
ŵ∈B[m](X̂), the real numberln(|Φ(ŵ)|)/|[m]| can be thought of as the contribu-
tion to the topological entropy resulting from independence between entries in el-
ements ofX as “captured” bŷw. We define the independence entropy as the limit
(asd(m) → ∞) of the maximum possible such contribution. Precisely, observe

that the mappingm → max
{

ln |Φ(ŵ)| : ŵ∈B[m](X̂)
}

for m∈Nd is entry-wise

subadditive. Theindependence entropyof X, denotedhind(X), is defined by

hind(X) = lim
m→∞

max
{

ln |Φ(ŵ)| : ŵ∈B[m](X̂)
}

|[m]|

= inf
m

max
{

ln |Φ(ŵ)| : ŵ∈B[m](X̂)
}

|[m]| (2)

We remark that [19] defines the independence entropy of aZ sofic shift when
A = {0, 1}. There it is called “maximum insertion rate” and the base of the
logarithm in the definition is2, rather thene.

We next prove some properties of the independence entropy. In [19, Theo-
rem 18] it is shown how the independence entropy of a soficZ shift space can
be determined from a presentation ofX̂ whenA = {0, 1}. This result is easily
generalized to larger alphabets and we state it in the next theorem.

Theorem 2. LetX be aZ sofic shift over an alphabetA, and pick any presenta-
tion Ĝ = ((V,E),L) of X̂. Then

hind(X) = max

{

ln |Φ(ŵ)|
|ŵ| : ŵ∈X̂ is generated by a simple cycle ofĜ

}

. (3)

Proof. We first note that the max on the right-hand side clearly exists, since
the finite graph(V,E) can only have finitely many simple cycles. Denote
the RHS of (3) byν∗. Let ŵ∗ be a word generated by a simple cycle of
Ĝ such thatν∗ = (ln |Φ(ŵ∗)|)/|ŵ∗|. Set ` = |ŵ∗|. For anyn∈N, clearly
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ŵn∗∈B[n`](X̂) and(ln |Φ(ŵn∗ )|)/(n`) = ν∗. It follows thatν∗≤(lnmax{|Φ(ŵ)| :
ŵ∈B[n`](X̂)})/(n`). Taking the limit asn→∞, we obtainν∗≤hind(X). To com-
plete the proof, we will show thathind(X)≤ν∗. We first claim that ifŵ∈Â∗ is a
word generated by a (possibly non-simple) cycle ofĜ, then

ν∗≥ ln |Φ(ŵ)|
|ŵ| . (4)

This is easily proved by induction on|ŵ|. If |ŵ| = 1, then the cycle generat-
ing ŵ is simple and obviously (4) holds. For|ŵ|>1, let π = (ei)

`
i=1 be a cycle

of Ĝ generatingŵ. Obviously (4) holds ifπ is simple. Otherwise, there ex-
ist integers1≤j<k≤` such thatτ(ej) = τ(ek). So bothα = ej+1, . . ., ek and
β = e1, . . ., ej , ek+1, . . ., e` are cycles inĜ. Let x̂, ŷ denote the words generated
by α andβ respectively. Then using the induction hypothesis on|x̂| and|ŷ|, we
get

ln |Φ(ŵ)|
|ŵ| =

|x̂|
|ŵ|

ln |Φ(x̂)|
|x̂| +

|ŷ|
|ŵ|

ln |Φ(ŷ)|
|ŷ|

≤ |x̂|
|ŵ|ν

∗ +
|ŷ|
|ŵ|ν

∗

= ν∗.

Now, forn∈N, let ẑ(n)∈B[n](X̂) be a word such that|Φ(ẑ(n))| = max{|Φ(ŵ)| :

ŵ∈B[n](X̂)}, and let(e(n)i )n−1
i=0 be a path inĜ generatinĝz(n). Then by using [18,

Lemma 13] (and removing “0-length” cycles), it may be decomposed as follows.
There exist an integer0 ≤ m ≤ |V | and2m integers0 ≤ s1 ≤ t1 < s2 ≤ t2 <

. . . < sm ≤ tm < n such that for eachk = 1, . . ., m, (e(n)i )tki=sk is a cycle, and
n−∑k(tk−sk+1)≤|V |. SetS =

⋃m
k=1{sk, . . ., tk}. Using (4), we have

ln |Φ(ẑ(n))|
n

=
m
∑

k=1

ln |Φ(L(e(n)sk ). . .L(e(n)tk
))|

n
+
∑

i∈[n]\S

ln(|Φ(L(e(n)i ))|)
n

≤
m
∑

k=1

(

ln |Φ(L(e(n)sk ). . .L(e(n)tk
))|

tk − sk + 1
· tk − sk + 1

n

)

+
|V |
n

ln |A|

≤ ν∗ +
|V |
n

ln |A|.

The result follows by taking the limit asn→∞ of both sides of the last inequality.
�
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We next show that the independence entropy of a shift space cannot exceed its
topological entropy.

Theorem 3. For anyZd shift spaceX over an alphabetA, hind(X)≤h(X).

Proof. Form∈Nd, let ẑ(m)∈B[m](X̂) be a configuration such that|Φ(ẑ(m))| =
max{|Φ(ŵ)| : ŵ∈B[m](X̂)}. Obviously,Φ(ẑ(m)) ⊆ B[m](X), which implies
(1/|[m]|) ln |Φ(ẑ(m))| ≤ (1/|[m]|) ln |B[m](X)|. Taking the limit of both sides
asm → ∞, we obtain the result. �

5 Axial Products

In this section we define a construction, which we term an “axial product,” [14]
of aZ

d shift space from lower dimensional shift spaces. We then relate the topo-
logical and independence entropies of the resulting shift space to the respective
entropies of the lower dimensional shift spaces used to construct it.

For a configurationx∈AZd

on Z
d over A and 1 ≤ i ≤ d, a row in di-

rection i of x is a configurationy on Z over A defined by specifying some
m1, . . ., mi−1, mi+1, . . ., md∈Z and then takingyk = x(m1,...,mi−1,k,mi+1,...,md) for
all k∈Z. LetX1, . . ., Xd beZ shift spaces overA, we define theaxial productof
X1, . . ., Xd to be theZd shift space

X1⊗. . .⊗Xd :=
{

z∈AZd

: ∀i∈{1, . . ., d} and rowy in directioni of z, y∈Xi

}

.

More generally, one can define the axial product of aZ
d1 shift space with aZd2

shift space (both over the same alphabet), and show that thisproduct is associative.
Most of our results below can be generalized to this more general setting; how-
ever to simplify the notation, we only treat axial products of Z shift spaces. For
i∈{1, 2, . . ., d}, any configurationx onB⊆Z corresponds to the (d-dimensional)
configurationx(i) on the Cartesian product{0}i−1×B×{0}d−i ⊆ Z

d defined by
x
(i)
(0,...,0,k,0,...,0) = xk for all k∈B. It’s easy to verify that ifFi is a forbidden

list defining the shift spaceXi, thenF =
⋃

i{x(i) : x∈Fi} is a forbidden list
definingX1⊗. . .⊗Xd; thus the axial product of shift spaces is a shift space. If
X1 = . . . = Xd = X, we callX1⊗. . .⊗Xd the d-fold axial power ofX and
abbreviate it byX

⊗d

. If X̂i is the multi-choice shift space corresponding toXi

for i∈{1, . . ., d}, then it is easy to verify that the multi-choice shift space corre-
sponding toX1⊗. . .⊗Xd is X̂1⊗. . .⊗X̂d. The next theorem relates topological
and independence entropies ofZ shift spaces and their axial product.
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Theorem 4. Let X1, . . ., Xd, X be Z shift spaces overA. Then the following
statements hold:

1. hind(X1⊗. . .⊗Xd)≤mini hind(Xi)

2. h(X1⊗. . .⊗Xd)≤mini h(Xi)

3. hind(X
⊗d

) = hind(X)

Proof. Part 1. For eachXi let X̂i be the multi-choice shift space cor-
responding to it and denote byS the multi-choice shift spacêX1⊗. . .⊗X̂d

corresponding toX1⊗. . .⊗Xd. Fix i∈{1, . . ., d}. For m∈N, define m =
(m1, . . ., md)⊆N

d bymj=1 for j∈{1, . . ., d}\{i} andmi = m. SinceB[m](S) =

B[m](X̂1⊗. . .⊗X̂d)⊆B[m](X̂i),

lnmax{|Φ(ŵ)| : ŵ∈B[m](S)}
|[m]| ≤ lnmax{|Φ(ŵ)| : ŵ∈B[m](X̂i)}

m

(strictly speaking, a configuration on[m] is not a word of lengthm; rather, there
is an obvious1−1 correspondence fromB[m](S) toB[m](X̂i) that preserves|Φ|).
Therefore by (2),hind(X1⊗. . .⊗Xd)≤hind(Xi). Sincei is arbitrary, the result
follows.

Part 2. The proof is similar to the proof of Part 1, so we omit it here.
Part 3. Let Y=X

⊗d

. By Part 1, it’s enough to showhind(Y )≥hind(X). Let
f : N → N be any function satisfyinglimi→∞(f(i)/i) = ∞. For i∈N, let
mi = (i, i, . . ., i, f(i))∈Nd be thed-tuple with every entry but the last equal
to i, and the last entry equal tof(i). Set `(i)=(d−1)(i−1)+f(i), and let
ẑ(i)∈B[`(i)](X̂) be a word such that|Φ(ẑ(i))| = max{|Φ(ŵ)| : ŵ∈B[`(i)](X̂)}.
Define the configuration̂y(i)∈Â[mi] by

ŷ(i)j = ẑ(i)ψ(j), j∈[mi],

whereψ : Z
d → Z is the functionψ(j1, . . ., jd) =

∑

k jk. We claim that
ŷ(i)∈B[mi](Ŷ ). Indeed, let̂z′(i)∈X̂ be a configuration such thatẑ′(i)j = ẑ(i)j
for j∈[`(i)] and consider the configuration̂y′(i)∈ÂZ

d

defined by

ŷ′(i)j = ẑ′(i)ψ(j), j∈Zd.

Note that every row of̂y′(i) is a shift ofẑ′(i); thusŷ′(i)∈Ŷ . Since, clearly,̂y(i)
appears in̂y′(i), it follows thatŷ(i)∈B[mi](Ŷ ). Consequently,

|Φ(ŷ(i))| ≤ max{|Φ(ŵ)| : ŵ∈B[mi](Ŷ )}. (5)

11



We next lower boundln |Φ(ŷ(i))|. SetS = {j∈Z : (i−1)(d−1)≤j<f(i)}. Then

ln |Φ(ŷ(i))| =
∑

j∈[mi]

ln |Φ(ŷ(i)j)|

=
∑

k∈[`(i)]

(∣

∣ψ−1({k})∩[mi]
∣

∣ ln |Φ(ẑ(i)k)|
)

≥ id−1
∑

k∈S

ln |Φ(ẑ(i)k)|

= id−1





∑

k∈[`(i)]

ln |Φ(ẑ(i)k)| −
∑

k∈[`(i)]\S

ln |Φ(ẑ(i)k)|





≥ id−1 ln |Φ(ẑ(i))| − 2(d−1)(i−1)id−1 ln |A|,

where we used the fact that fork∈S, it holds that ψ−1({k}) ∩ [mi] =
{(j1, . . ., jd−1, k−

∑

t jt) : (j1, . . ., jd−1)∈[i]d−1}. Combining the last inequality
with (5), we have

lnmax{|Φ(ŵ)| : ŵ∈B[mi](Ŷ )}
|[mi]|

≥ id−1 ln |Φ(ẑ(i))| − 2(d−1)(i−1)id−1 ln |A|
|[mi]|

≥ ln |Φ(ẑ(i))|
`(i)

− 2(d−1)(i−1) ln |A|
f(i)

.

Taking the limit of both sides asi→∞, we obtainhind(Y )≥hind(X). �

6 Independence entropy andh∞
Let X be a Z shift space overA. For any m∈Nd, any configuration of
B[m]×{0}(X

⊗(d+1)) can clearly be thought of as a configuration inB[m](X
⊗d)

by simply ignoring the last0 coordinate of each entry. It follows by (1) that
h(X⊗d) is non-increasing ind. Combining this with Theorem 3 we have
h(X

⊗1
)≥h(X⊗2

)≥. . .≥hind(X). We denote the limitlimd→∞ h(X
⊗d

) byh∞(X).
Obviouslyh∞(X)≥hind(X), and for the few examples for which we can com-
puteh∞(X), it turns out to be equal tohind(X). It is an interesting open question
whether this is true for all shift spacesX. In this section we exhibit a few families
of Z shift spaces where this equality holds. In all but one of these, we prove that
the rate of convergence ofh(X

⊗d

) is exponential.
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6.1 TheRLL(D,∞) SFT

Let D≤K be nonnegative integers.RLL(D,K) is theZ-SFT over the alphabet
{0, 1} consisting of all bi-infinite binary sequences in which every “run” of ‘ 0’s
has length at mostK and every two consecutive ‘1’s are separated by at leastD
‘0’s. It is defined by the forbidden list{0K+1}∪ {10i1 : i∈[D]}. The parameterK
is allowed to be∞, in which case there is no upper bound on the length of a run of
‘0’s andRLL(D,∞) is defined by the forbidden list{10i1 : i∈[D]}. These shifts
are widely used in digital storage systems based on optical and magnetic record-
ing. The independence entropy ofRLL(D,K) is computed in [19, Theorem 25]
and is given by:1

hind(RLL(D,K)) =
b(K −D)/(D + 1)c ln 2

b(K + 1)/(D + 1)c(D + 1)
(6)

hind(RLL(D,∞)) =
ln 2

D+1
(7)

In [17], Ordentlich and Roth show that for all nonnegative integers D,
h∞(RLL(D,∞)) = hind(RLL(D,∞)). In fact, they show that

h(RLL(D,∞)
⊗d

) =
ln 2

D+1
+O

(

ln2(d(D+1))

d(D+1)

)

.

6.2 Z-SFT’s with zero independence entropy

We now give another family ofZ-SFT’sX for which hind(X) = h∞(X). Note
that from (6), forK≤2D, hind(RLL(D,K)) = 0. In [9] it is shown that indeed
h∞(RLL(D,K))=0 for suchD andK. In this section we show that the latter
equality holds for allZ-SFT’s with zero independence entropy.

We need the concept of an irreducible component of a finite directed graph and
we summarize it here. For a labeled graphG = ((V,E),L) and a subsetU⊆V ,
we call the graph(U,EU ,L|EU

) whereEU = {e∈E : σ(e)∈U, τ(e)∈U} the
subgraph ofG induced byU . For two verticesu, v∈V we say thatu is reachable
from v if there is a (finite) path inG that starts inu and ends inv. We write

u
G↔ v if u is reachable fromv andv is reachable fromu. If u

G↔ v does not hold
we writeu 6 G↔ v. The relation

G↔ is an equivalence relation on the vertices ofG
and the equivalence classes are called theirreducible componentsof G. For any

1In [19] the independence entropy is defined usinglog
2

instead ofln. Accordingly, their for-
mulas, presented here, are scaled by a factor ofln 2.
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irreducible component ofG, we shall sometimes also refer to the subgraph ofG
that it induces as an irreducible component. A graphG is calledirreducible if it
has only one irreducible component, orreducibleotherwise.

Theorem 5. LetX be anm-stepZ-SFT overA with hind(X) = 0. Then for all
d,

h(X
⊗(d+1)

) ≤ m

m+1
h(X

⊗d

).

In particular,h∞(X)=0.

Remark.The proof is a generalization of the proof of [9, Theorem 2].

Proof. For any suchX, we construct a presentationG = ((V,E), L) of X. Its
vertices are allm-letter words overA, V = Am, and the edges and their labels
are given by

E = {(w0. . .wm−1, w1. . .wm) : w0. . .wm∈B(X)},

where for anye = (w0. . .wm−1, w1. . .wm)∈E, σ(e) = w0. . .wm−1, τ(e) =
w1. . .wm, andL(e) = wm. It’s easy to verify thatG is indeed a presentation
of X. We will need the next two lemmas. The first shows that ifhind(X) = 0,
knowledge of long enough prefixes and suffixes of a word inB(X) is often suffi-
cient to determine the middle of the word.

Lemma 1. LetX be anm-stepZ-SFT overA with hind(X) = 0, and letG be as

above. Letx, y∈A∗ be words of lengthm such thatx
G↔y. Then there is at most

one word of the formxay, wherea∈A, inB(X).

Proof. Assume to the contrary that there are two such wordsxay, xby∈B(X)
wherea, b∈A anda6=b. Therefore there are two paths—one generatingxay, and
the other generatingxby—in G. By the construction ofG, any path generating
x must terminate atx and the same holds fory. It follows that there are two
paths, both starting atx and terminating aty such that one generatesay and
the other generatesby. Since, by our assumption,x and y are in the same ir-
reducible component, there is a path generating some wordz∈A∗ starting aty
and ending atx. Consequently, for allk∈N and sequence(ci)ki=1⊆{a, b}, there
is a cycle inG generating the wordc1yzc2yz. . .ckyz. Let y = y0. . .ym−1, and
z = z0. . .z`−1, whereyi, zj∈A for i∈[m], j∈[`], and denote bŷy, ẑ the words
overÂ given byŷ = {y0}. . .{ym−1} and ẑ = {z0}. . .{z`−1}. It follows that for
all k∈N, ({a, b}ŷẑ)k∈B(X̂). But then,hind(X)≥(ln 2)/(m+`+1), contradicting
the fact thathind(X) = 0. �
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The next lemma bounds the number of appearances of words of the formxay
in a certain word ofB(X), wherex, y∈Am belong to different irreducible com-
ponents anda∈A.

Lemma 2. Let X be an m-step SFT,G be as above andCG denote the
number of irreducible components ofG. For `∈N and z∈B[(`+1)m+`](X), let
y(0), . . ., y(`)∈Am anda(0), . . ., a(`−1)∈A be defined by

z = y(0)a(0)y(1)a(1). . .y(`−1)a(`−1)y(`).

Then
∣

∣

∣

{

i∈[`] : y(i) 6 G↔y(i+1)
}∣

∣

∣
< CG .

Proof. Assume to the contrary that there are0≤i1<i2<. . .<iCG
<` such that

y(ij) 6 G↔y(ij+1), for j = 1, . . ., CG. Then the sequencey(i1), y(i2), . . ., y(iCG
), y(iCG

+1)

hasCG+1 vertices and therefore contains two belonging to the same irreducible
component, sayy(s) andy(t), for some integers0≤s<t≤`, with s∈{i1, . . ., iCG

}.
Since the wordy(s)a(s)y(s+1)∈B(X), it is easy to verify thaty(s+1) is reachable
from y(s). Similarly, sincey(s+1)a(s+1)y(s+2)a(s+2). . .a(t−1)y(t)∈B(X), it holds
thaty(t) is reachable fromy(s+1). But sincey(t) is in the same irreducible compo-

nent asy(s), it follows thaty(s) is reachable fromy(s+1) as well. Thusy(s)
G↔y(s+1)

which contradictss∈{i1, . . ., iCG
}. �

We can now prove Theorem 5. Let` be a positive integer. Denote by
l∈Nd the d-tuple with every entry equal tò, and letm`∈Nd+1 be given by
m`=((`+1)m+`, `, `, . . . , `). We will give an upper bound on|B[m`](X

⊗(d+1))|.
Let S⊆[(`+1)m+`] be the set[(`+1)m+`]\{i(m+1)+m : i∈[`]} and set
Γ = S×[l]. For the purposes of this proof we abbreviateBΓ(X

⊗(d+1)
) by BΓ.

For a configurationx∈BΓ, define the setA(x)⊆B[m`](X
⊗(d+1)) by A(x) =

{z∈B[m`](X
⊗(d+1)) : z|Γ = x}. Clearly,

⋃

x∈BΓ

A(x) = B[m`](X
⊗(d+1)). (8)

Let x∈BΓ, and fixj∈[l]. For i∈[`+1], let y(i, j, x)∈Am be the word given by

y(i, j, x) = x(i(m+1),j)x(i(m+1)+1,j). . .x(i(m+1)+m−1,j)

and forz∈A(x) letw(z, j)∈A(`+1)m+` be the word given by

w(z, j) = z(0,j)z(1,j). . .z((`+1)m+`−1,j).
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l+1

m

l

j

y(l−1,j,x)

y(l,j,x)

y(1,j,x)

y(0,j,x)

Figure 1:x ∈ BΓ

Note that for suchz, sincez∈B[m`](X
⊗(d+1)), w(z, j)∈B(X). Sincez|Γ = x,

we may write

w(z, j) = y(0, j, x)a(0, j, z)y(1, j, x)a(1, j, z). . .y(`−1, j, x)a(`−1, j, z)y(`, j, x),

wherea(i, j, z) = z(i(m+1)+m,j) for every i∈[`]. Now, if i∈[`] has the prop-

erty thaty(i, j, x)
G↔y(i+1, j, x) then, by Lemma 1, allz∈A(x) have the same

a(i, j, z). On the other hand, by Lemma 2, sinceA(x) 6= ∅, we have|{i∈[`] :
y(i, j, x) 6 G↔y(i+1, j, x)}|<CG. It follows that |{w(z, j) : z∈A(x)}|≤|A|CG , and
consequently

|A(x)| ≤
∏

j∈[l]

|{w(z, j) : z∈A(x)}|≤|A|CG`
d

. (9)

Since for anyx∈BΓ, and anyi∈S, it holds thatx|{i}×[l]∈B[l](X
⊗d) (where we

identify a configuration on{i} × [l] with a configuration on[l] in the obvious
manner), we get that|BΓ|≤|B[l](X

⊗d)||S|. Combining this with (8) and (9), we
have

|B[m`](X
⊗(d+1))| =

∑

x∈BΓ

|A(x)| ≤ |A|CG`
d |B[l](X

⊗d)|(`+1)m.
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Taking the natural logarithm of both sides and dividing by|[m`]|, we obtain

ln |B[m`](X
⊗(d+1))|

|[m`]|
≤ (`+ 1)m

(`+ 1)m+ `

ln |B[l](X
⊗d)|

`d
+

CG ln |A|
(`+ 1)m+ `

The theorem follows by taking the limit as`→∞. �

6.3 The golden mean SFT

Thegolden mean SFTG is theZ-SFT on{0, 1} with forbidden listF = {11}. We
note thatG is theRLL(1,∞) SFT as defined in Subsection 6.1. As was already
mentioned, it is shown in [17] thath∞(G) = ln 2

2
so indeedh∞ = hind. Korshunov

and Sapozhenko [11] show that

lim
d→∞

|B[2]d(G⊗d)|
2
√
e22d−1 = 1,

which, sinceln(|B[2]d(G⊗d))/2d ≥ h(G⊗d), implies that for large enoughd,

h(G⊗d) ≤ ln 2

2
+ 2o(d)2−d

Soh(G⊗d) approaches(ln 2)/2 at least exponentially fast. Our next theorem im-
proves this bound, and also provides a lower bound. Togetherthese show that the
rate is indeed exponential. In what follows, we call two sitesx, y∈Zd adjacent, if
x − y∈{±ei : i = 1, . . ., d}, wheree1, . . ., ed are the standard basis vectors for
R
d. In this section, we say that a configuration is locally admissible inGd if it is

locally admissible w.r.t the forbidden list consisting of all configurations on pairs
of adjacent sites inZd having ‘1’s in both sites.

Theorem 6. For sufficiently larged,

ln 2

2
+

ln 2

2
2−2d ≤ h(G⊗d) ≤ ln 2

2
+ 2o(d)2−2d.

Proof. We begin with the upper bound. The main result which we will use is
from [7], and concerns the phase transition exhibited byG

⊗d for large values of
d. To state the result, we need a few notations. Callv ∈ Z

d evenif the sum of
the entries ofv is even, andodd if the sum of the entries ofv is odd. Forn∈N,
let Λn = ([−n + 1, n] ∩ Z)d, and∂∗Λn = Λn+1 \ Λn. Define the configuration
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δΛn,e on∂∗Λn which has ‘0’s at even sites and ‘1’s at odd sites, and the probability
measureµΛn,e on {0, 1}Λn which is uniform over all configurationsx on Λn for
which the configurationx ∪ δΛn,e onΛn ∪ ∂∗Λn is locally admissible inG⊗d.

It is shown in [7, Theorem 1.2] (where theirλ is 1 in our setup) that there
existsD∈N so thatµΛn,e(x(v) = 1) < α(d), for anyn∈N, d > D, and even
vertexv ∈ Λn, whereα(d) = 2−(2−o(1))d. We assume thatD is so large that
α(d) < 1

4
whend > D.

Now, we will use a counting argument to give an upper bound on the size of
the setSn,e of configurationsx onΛn for which x ∪ δR,e is locally admissible in
G
⊗d. SinceµΛn,e(x(v) = 1) < α(d) for all evenv ∈ Λn,

∑

x∈Sn,e

(# of ‘1’s at even sites inx) < α(d)|Sn,e|
(2n)d

2
.

It is then easy to see that the number of configurations inSn,e with total number
of ‘1’s at even sites fewer thanα(d)(2n)d is at least|Sn,e|

2
. Denote this set of

configurations byS ′
n,e. We note that for any way of filling the even sites ofΛn

with ‘0’s and ‘1’s, there are obviously at most2
(2n)d

2 ways to fill the leftover odd
sites. By this observation and by indexing by the numberk of ‘1’s at even sites
within configurations inS ′

n,e, we see that

|S ′
n,e| ≤ 2

(2n)d

2

bα(d)(2n)dc
∑

k=0

( (2n)d

2

k

)

≤ 2
(2n)d

2 (α(d)(2n)d)

( (2n)d

2

bα(d)(2n)dc

)

.

Therefore, by Stirling’s formula, ford > D,

lim sup
n→∞

ln |S ′
n,e|

(2n− 2)d
≤ ln 2

2
+

−2α(d) ln(2α(d))− (1− 2α(d)) ln(1− 2α(d))

2
,

(10)
which is less thanln 2

2
+ 2−(2−o(1))d for sufficiently larged. We recall that|S ′

n,e| ≥
|Sn,e|

2
, and also note that any configuration inBΛn−1(G

⊗d) can be extended to a
configuration inSn,e by surrounding it with ‘0’s. Therefore,|Sn,e| ≥ BΛn−1(G

⊗d).
It is then clear that ifS ′

n,e were replaced byBΛn−1(G
⊗d) in (10), it would still hold,

and soh(G⊗d) ≤ ln 2
2

+ 2−(2−o(1))d for large enoughd.
For the lower bound onh(G⊗d), we use a different measure to distribute ‘0’s

and ‘1’s in Λn. For anyn, defineEn to be the set of even sites in the rectangular
prismΛn. Define the patternp = 0N0 (where we abbreviate and write0N0 for
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{0}N0) containing ‘0’s at the2d neighbors of the origin. (Obviously translations
of p contain ‘0’s at the neighbors of some other site inZd.) Define the shape

C = Λn−1 ∪ (En ∩ ∂∗(Λn−1)).

Note that every configurationw ∈ {0, 1}En can be extended to some set of con-
figurations inBC(G

⊗d) by filling in the odd sites inΛn−1 with ‘0’s and ‘1’s. For
eachw, one can do this in2t ways, wheret is the number of occurrences ofp in w.
This is true since the only odd sites which are not forced to be0 givenw are those
which are surrounded by ‘0’s (i.e. those which are at the center of an occurrence
of p in w), and since no two odd sites are adjacent, each of theset odd sites may
be independently filled with0 or 1 givenw.

Denote byf(w) the number of occurrences ofp in anyw ∈ {0, 1}En. Then,

|BC(G
⊗d)| =

∑

w∈{0,1}En

2f(w) ≥ 2|En|2

(

2−|En|
∑

w∈{0,1}En f(w)

)

by Jensen’s inequality and convexity of2x. It is clear, however, that
2−|En|

∑

w∈{0,1}En f(w) is just the expected value of the functionf(w) with re-
spect to the(1

2
, 1
2
) Bernoulli measure on{0, 1}En, which is 2−2d|C \ En| =

2−2d2
(2n−2)d

2 . We have then shown that

|BC(G
⊗d)| ≥ 2

(2n)d

2 22
−2d (2n−2)d

2 . (11)

SinceΛn−1 ⊆ C ⊆ Λn, limn→∞
ln |BC(G⊗d)|

(2n)d
= h(G⊗d). So, by taking logs of both

sides of (11) and dividing by(2n)d, we see thath(G⊗d) ≥ ln 2
2

+ ln 2
2
2−2d. �

Remark.In fact, our reading of the proof in [7] suggests that the expression2o(d)

in the statement of the theorem could be replaced bycdk for some constantsc and
k.

6.4 The3-checkerboard

The 3-checkerboard SFTC is theZ-SFT on{0, 1, 2} with forbidden listF =
{00, 11, 22}. In this section, we will use the results of Subsection 6.3 toshow
thath∞(C) = hind(C) =

ln 2
2

. This answers a question of [6]. For anyd and any
x ∈ Z

d, we define theneighbor setof x asNx := {y∈Zd : y is adjacent tox}. In
this section, we say that a configuration is locally admissible in C

d if it is locally
admissible w.r.t the forbidden list consisting of all configurations over{0, 1, 2} on
pairs of adjacent sites inZd having the same symbol.
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Lemma 3. Let S ⊆ Z
d be finite, letx ∈ S, and letUx = Nx ∩ S. Then for any

partition {A1, A2} ofUx,

|BS\{x}(G
⊗d)|+ |BS\({x}∪(Ux))(G

⊗d)| ≥ |BS\({x}∪A1)(G
⊗d)|+ |BS\({x}∪A2)(G

⊗d)|.
Proof. Choose suchS and x, and fix any partition{A1, A2} of Ux. By the
definition of G⊗d, adding ‘0’s to a globally admissible configuration always
yields a globally admissible configuration. Therefore, we can define an injec-
tionφ1 : BS\({x}∪A1)(G

⊗d) → BS\{x}(G
⊗d), whereu 7→ u∪0A1. Similarly, define

φ2 : BS\({x}∪A2)(G
⊗d) → BS\{x}(G

⊗d), whereu 7→ u ∪ 0A2. Then it is clear that

|BS\{x}(G
⊗d)| ≥ |BS\({x}∪A1)(G

⊗d)|+ |BS\({x}∪A2)(G
⊗d)|

− |φ1(BS\({x}∪A1)(G
⊗d)) ∩ φ2(BS\({x}∪A2)(G

⊗d))|.
We now note that for anyv ∈ φ1(BS\({x}∪A1)(G

⊗d)) ∩ φ2(BS\({x}∪A2)(G
⊗d)),

v|A1 = 0A1 andv|A2 = 0A2, and sov|Ux
= 0Ux. But then clearly any suchv is

determined by its letters onS \ ({x} ∪ Ux), and so

|φ1(BS\({x}∪A1)(G
⊗d)) ∩ φ2(BS\({x}∪A2)(G

⊗d))| ≤ |BS\({x}∪Ux)(G
⊗d)|,

completing the proof. �

Our next result gives an upper bound on the topological entropy of aZd SFT
X in terms of a(d− 1)-dimensional expression.

Lemma 4. Let d > 1, X be aZd SFT overA, defined by a forbidden listF ,
and m∈Nd−1. For w ∈ B[m]×{0}(X) we defineS(w) := |{v ∈ A[m]×{1} :
v ∪ w is locally admissible w.r.tF}|. Then

h(X) ≤ 1

|[m]| ln max
w∈B[m]×{0}(X)

S(w).

Proof. Let m = (m1, . . ., md−1) and forn∈N setn = (m1, . . . , md−1, n). One
can construct every configuration inB[n](X) by filling the values of the sites of
each “layer”,[m] × {i}, in turn, for i = 0, 1, . . ., n−1, so that at each stage our
configuration is globally admissible. There are|B[m]×{0}(X)| choices for the first
such layer, and at mostmaxw∈B[m]×{0}(X) S(w) for each successive layer given the
previous one. It follows that

|B[n](X)| ≤ |B[m]×{0}(X)|
(

max
w∈B[m]×{0}(X)

S(w)

)n−1

≤ |A||[m]|

(

max
w∈B[m]×{0}(X)

S(w)

)n

.
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By taking the logarithm of both sides and dividing by|[n]|, we get

h(X) ≤ ln |B[n](X)|
|[n]| ≤ ln |A|

n
+

1

|[m]| ln max
w∈B[m]×{0}(X)

S(w),

which upon lettingn→ ∞, completes the proof. �

We now state the main result of this subsection, which will allow us to use the
fact thath∞(G) = hind(G) to show thath∞(C) = hind(C).

Theorem 7. For anyd > 1, h(G⊗d) ≤ h(C⊗d) ≤ h(G⊗(d−1)).

Proof. We begin with proof of the lower bound onh(C⊗d). For anyd and for any
d-tuplem, we define an injection fromB[m](G

⊗d) toB[m](C
⊗d). We again define

j ∈ Z
d to be even if the sum of its entries is even, and odd if the sum ofits entries

is odd. Then, for anym and anyw ∈ B[m](G
⊗d), defineφm(w) by

(

φm(w)
)

(j) =











0 if w(j) = 1

1 if w(j) = 0 andj is even

2 if w(j) = 0 andj is odd

It is clear thatφm(w) is locally admissible; sincew did not contain two adjacent
‘1’s, φm(w) does not contain two adjacent ‘0’s, and by definitionφm(w) does
not contain two adjacent ‘1’s or ‘2’s, since adjacent sites have opposite parity. It is
easy to see that in factφm(w) is globally admissible by applying a similar mapping
to the configurationw′∈G⊗d

in whichw appears. Figure 2 illustrates this concept;
any configurationw in B[(5,5)](G

⊗2) yields a locally admissible configuration in
B[(5,5)](C

⊗2) by letting a0 at a site inw correspond to the second choice at that
site, and a1 at a site inw correspond to the first choice at that site.

Therefore,|B[m](G
⊗d)| ≤ |B[m](C

⊗d)|, and by taking logarithms and normal-
izing we get the first inequality of Theorem 7.

The proof of the upper bound is more involved. The main idea isto use
Lemma 4. We claim that for anyd > 1, any (d−1)-tuple m∈Nd−1, and any
w ∈ B[m](C

⊗(d−1)), S(w) ≤ |B[m](G
⊗(d−1))|. If we can prove this claim, then

Lemma 4 impliesh(C⊗d) ≤ h(G⊗(d−1)). We first think ofS(w) in a slightly
different way.

For anyw as defined above, we can define an associated diagram, which we
call theup-followers diagramof w and denote byU(w). The up-followers di-
agramU(w) of anyw ∈ B[m](C

⊗d) is a member of{{0, 1}, {0, 2}, {1, 2}}[m],
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Figure 2: Definingφ(5,5)

where for anys ∈ [m], (U(w))(s) contains{0, 1, 2}\{w(s)}. Then clearly,S(w)
is the number of ways to fillU(w) (by choosing one of the two options at each
site) with a locally admissible configuration inC⊗(d−1). As an example, in Fig-
ure 3,S(w) is equal to the number of ways to choose a letter at each site inthe
up-followers diagramU(w) on the right to make a locally admissible pattern in
C
⊗2.
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Figure 3: A configurationw and up-followers diagramU(w) induced by it

We are then attempting, for anyw, to bound the maximum number of ways to
fill U(w) with locally admissible configurations inC⊗(d−1). It is easy to see that
any way of assigning the pairs{0, 1}, {0, 2}, and{1, 2} to sites such that adjacent
sites receive distinct pairs is an up-followers diagram forsome locally admissible
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w in C
⊗(d−1). (This restriction comes from the fact thatw itself must be a locally

admissible pattern inC⊗(d−1), and so it does not contain the same letter in adjacent
sites.)

We will now again recast this problem. Since the intersection of any two
distinct2-element subsets of{0, 1, 2} is a singleton, for each adjacent pair of sites
s, t in an up-followers diagramU(w) of some configurationw ∈ B[m](C

⊗(d−1)),
exactly one of the four possible ways to choose letters ats andt is disallowed in
C
⊗(d−1). We use this fact to associate to any up-followers diagramU = U(w) (on

the set of sitesm ⊆ Z
d) an object called aforbidden adjacency chartor FAC. The

FAC associated toU consists of, for every set of2 adjacent positions{s, t} ⊆ [m],
a forbidden adjacencyw{s,t} ∈ {a, b}{s,t} defined by

w{s,t}(s) =

{

a if minU(s) = U(s) ∩ U(t)
b if maxU(s) = U(s) ∩ U(t)

andw{s,t}(t) =

{

a if minU(t) = U(s) ∩ U(t)
b if maxU(t) = U(s) ∩ U(t).

As an example, Figure 4 contains an up-followers diagram andits associated
FAC. (The pair of symbols flanking each edge denotes the forbidden adjacency for
the pair of sites sharing that edge.) It is straightforward to check that the number
of ways to fillU with a locally admissible configuration inC⊗(d−1) is the same as
the number of ways to fill the FAC associated toU by choosing eithera or b at
each site and avoiding all of the forbidden adjacencies.
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Figure 4: An up-followers diagramU and the FAC induced by it
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It is now sufficient to show that for any FAC, the number of waysto fill it with
lettersa, bwithout using any of the forbidden adjacencies is at most thenumber of
globally admissible configurations with the same shape inG

⊗(d−1). We will prove
this claim for FACs with any shape inZd−1 (not just rectangular prisms), and will
prove it by induction on the number of sites in the FAC. To be rigorous, we now
say that a general FACF consists of any finite setS ⊆ Z

d−1 of sites and, for every
pair{s, t} of adjacent sites inS, some forbidden adjacencyw{s,t} ∈ {a, b}{s,t}.

The case whereF has0 sites is trivial. Assume that the claim is true whenever
|S| < k, and consider an arbitrary FACF with |S| = k. Choose anyx ∈ S. Then
we may partition the legal ways of fillingF by the letter atx. Due to the fact
that each pair of adjacent vertices inS is associated with exactly one forbidden
adjacency inF , we may define a partition{A,B} of Nx ∩ S, whereA is the set
of sites inNx ∩ S whose letters are forced when ana is placed atx, andB is the
set of sites inNx ∩ S whose letters are forced when ab is placed atx. This means
that the number of ways of fillingF is less than or equal to the number of ways of
filling F |S\({x}∪A) plus the number of ways of fillingF |S\({x}∪B), where for any
T ⊆ S, F |T is the FAC with set of sitesT and adjacencies inherited fromF .

However, by the inductive hypothesis, the number of ways of filling
F |S\({x}∪A) is less than or equal to|BS\({x}∪A)(G

⊗(d−1))|, and the number
of ways of filling F |S\({x}∪B) is less than or equal to|BS\({x}∪B)(G

⊗(d−1))|.
Lemma 3 then implies that the number of ways of fillingF is less than or
equal to|BS\{x}(G

⊗(d−1))|+ |BS\({x}∪(Nx∩S))(G
⊗(d−1))|. However, by partitioning

BS(G
⊗(d−1)) by the letter which appears atx, it is fairly clear that|BS(G

⊗(d−1))| =
|BS\{x}(G

⊗(d−1))|+ |BS\({x}∪(Nx∩S))(G
⊗(d−1))|, completing the induction and the

proof.
�

The following is now obvious by Theorems 6 and 7.

Corollary 1. h∞(C) = hind(C) =
ln 2
2

, and for sufficiently larged, ln 2
2
+ ln 2

2
2−2d ≤

h(C⊗d) ≤ ln 2
2

+ 2o(d)2−2d.
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